ESD NEWS

MIT Portugal PhD candidate Miguel Amador has received a Fulbright award enabling him to study at MIT. Starting this month, Amador will be studying the regulatory frameworks relating to technological innovation in breakthrough therapies and their effect on patient access to the therapies. He will work with Professor Ken Oye on how to enable adaptive frameworks in current US and EU clinical, political, and economic contexts. Read more here.

PUBLICATION


IN THE MEDIA

Article in The Tech about the new institutional entity at MIT focused on complex and sociotechnical systems, information and decision systems, and statistics
“Plans for academic entity move forward”
The Tech – September 12, 2014

***

Article about Maria Yang and her research in the area of early-stage design
“Visual thinking for engineers”
MIT News – September 10, 2014

***

Profile of ESD PhD candidate Sahar Hashmi on MIT Sloan Newsroom website
“Studying health care from every angle”
MIT Sloan – Newsroom – September 10, 2014
Richard Larson quoted in article about the first Dunkin' Donuts shop open in California
“Dunkin’ Donuts opens first store in California”
The Boston Globe – September 6, 2014 (includes video)
Also picked up here

Jarrod Goentzel interviewed about Ebola medical supply shipment delays
“Ebola Supply Shipments Delayed By Transportation Issues”

Jim Rice interviewed by Financial Times regarding an MIT CTL study on US manufacturing reshorings
“Few US ‘reshorings’ go ahead, study finds”
Financial Times – September 7, 2014

Bryan Reimer quoted in article about self-driving cars
“The Cognitive Consequence of Self-Driving Cars”
The Huffington Post – September 10, 2014

EVENTS

Friday September 19, 2014
ESS Doctoral Symposia
Speaker: Morgan Dwyer
Title: The Cost of Jointness
Time: 12-1pm
Location: E40-298

Monday, September 22, 2014
MIT SDM Systems Thinking Webinar Series
“Migrating to a Global Digital Money Ecosystem”
Irving Wladawsky-Berger, Ph.D., Visiting Lecturer, Sloan School of Management and Engineering Systems Division, MIT
Time: 12-1pm

Friday, September 26, 2014
Dissertation defense of Morgan Dwyer
Title: The Cost of Jointness: Insights from Environmental Monitoring Systems in Low Earth Orbit
Committee: E. Crawley (chair). D. Hastings, Z. Szajnfarber
Wednesday, October 8, 2014
2014 MIT SDM Conference on Systems Thinking for Contemporary Challenges: Systems Thinking for Emerging, Evolving, and Established Leaders
Location: Wong Auditorium

Wednesday, October 8, 2014
SDM Information Evening
Time: 6-9pm
Location: Bush Room (Building 10, Room 105)

Friday, October 10, 2014
Distinguished Speaker Series: Dave Wheeler, Senior Vice President of Global Supply Chain, Cintas Corporation
Topic: The Journey to a Fully Integrated Global Supply Chain
Time: 12-1pm
Location: W20-306
A light lunch will be served at 11:45am. The lecture will begin at noon.

###